Ship Spares Solutions  Supplying spare parts worldwide.

“At your service on the seven seas, seven days a week.”
We keep your vessel sailing. Anytime. Anyplace.

Complex supply chains to keep seagoing vessels operational require profound expertise. Kuehne + Nagel offers tailor-made solutions for the marine sector through our dedicated Ship Spares division.

Meeting the requirements set by the maritime industry demands significant knowledge and a reliable logistics supplier. Therefore Kuehne + Nagel has established a special division within the company group to ensure marine expertise and a waterproof service portfolio. At the same time, we ensure cost efficient and transparent supply processes from door to deck.

To strengthen our customer’s loyalty through the sector, we focus on ship owners, ship management companies and other key suppliers. Our own expert team comprises of 135 maritime specialists in key strategic locations across the world. Their dedication ensures maximum flexibility by focusing solely on the vessel rather than dealing with transport modes.

Kuehne + Nagel is always prepared and equipped to meet any demand 24 hours, seven days a week. We ensure that your key contact remains the same at all times. That way, our vessel managers are fully aware of every step in the entire supply chain. The result is a proactive cargo flow management which ensures economical supply concepts and flexible service proposals. Our dedication is your reliable solution all around the world.

**SHIP SPARE SOLUTIONS**

One-Stop-Shop solution: Kuehne + Nagel provides global, integrated solutions combining international transportation, warehousing, on board deliveries and various value adding services around your vessel.

**SHIP SPARE SOLUTIONS – HIGH END STRATEGIES FOR GLOBAL VESSEL OPERATIONS**

- 24/7 emergency service support in every region
- Storage at dedicated warehouses in key locations
- Air / sea / overland transportation direct or via consol
- Customs clearance for “ships spares in transit”
- Cargo consolidation & weekly HUB shuttles
- Dedicated Marine Logistics insurance program
- On board deliveries in +600 ports & vessel agency services
- Dangerous goods handling, i.e. flares, life jackets, paints, etc.
- Landing parts handling
- Purchase Order Management and Vendor follow up
**Waterproof solutions for door-to-deck delivery.**

Our passion to serve the maritime industry results in ongoing product development to ensure top operational performance. Kuehne + Nagel designs and executes sophisticated programs for spare parts management for entire fleets or single vessels.

Nobody likes to deal with uncertainties while navigating through a storm. To avoid complications when your vessel needs supplies, Kuehne + Nagel’s committed ship spares division provides a global network of strategic drop- and HUBs locations. Purchase order deliveries can be dropped unannounced which will be visible in our real-time global stock system immediately. Moreover, the system will give you full transparency and control on your orders and shipment flow and at the same time supporting you with KPI and financial reporting down to each vessel.

Our customer greatly benefits when consolidating diverse suppliers from various countries into a final shipment. For example, our weekly shuttles into our centralized warehouse in Rotterdam allows you to choose different suppliers in different countries, avoiding additional transport costs for single shipments or customs obstacles.

Value added services like vendor follow ups, commercial invoice creation and a lot more will help you decrease logistics expenses significantly. Apart from standard freight forwarding services, Kuehne + Nagel provides integrated solutions combining international transportation, warehousing and destination services, serving thousand vessels every day.

---

**OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE**

Kuehne + Nagel focuses on the maritime industry niche market providing a unique one-stop-shop solution which is based on cost efficient and reliable programs for various vessel types. We make sure our customers receive the most outstanding service delivering consistent and high quality solutions.
SHIP SPARES SOLUTIONS AT A GLANCE
• Global door to deck service out of one hand
• Unique state of the art supply chain management software
• 135 pensioned experts with more than 35 years experience
• Storage at dedicated warehouses locations
• Global network with 24/7 emergency support
• Value added services around your vessel
• 22 drop locations and 5 HUBs in all key supply areas
• Last mile delivery & agency services in various ports around the world
• Dedicated Marine Logistics insurance program

SHIP SPARES SOLUTIONS BENEFITS INCLUDE
• Reducing internal administration through an accelerating processes integrated logistics setup
• Combination of Kuehne + Nagel group strength and buying power with small flexible teams
• Creating transparent information flow and enhanced reporting capabilities through our “Shipspares System”
• Reduced communication demand via single point of contact
• Clear accountability and simplified invoicing process according to industry needs by a strong financial partner
• Kuehne + Nagel compliance & QSHE standard applicable for all services